Settings: Triton 2-11-04

- Advanced Mode

Working Spaces
- CMYK: U.S. Sheetfed Coated
- Gray: Gray Gamma 1.8
- Spot: Dot Gain 20%

Color Management Policies
- RGB: Preserve Embedded Profiles
- CMYK: Preserve Embedded Profiles
- Gray: Preserve Embedded Profiles

Profile Mismatches: [ ] Ask When Opening [ ] Ask When Pasting
Missing Profiles: [ ] Ask When Opening

Conversion Options
- Engine: Adobe (ACE)
- Intent: Perceptual
- Use Black Point Compensation [ ] Use Dither (8-bit/channel images)

Advanced Controls
- Desaturate Monitor Colors By: 20%
- Blend RGB Colors Using Gamma: 1.80

Description
Triton 2-11-04: Preparation of content for the worldwide web (WWW).